Understanding the Cat

Cats are one of the most popular pets in the world today and yet only 40% of cats have been seen at their veterinary practice within the last year, significantly lower than that of dogs. While several initiatives encouraging annual exams for felines exist, many practices lack the simple standards of care that make the client want to bring their cat to the veterinary practice for preventive care. In fact, cat owners indicate that taking their animal to the veterinarian is highly stressful for the animal and themselves.

While cats are considered domesticated, they are still creatures of prey and predator and constantly on guard, especially in a new environment. The veterinary office environment is uniquely stressful for cats because of the excessive sensory stimulation that occurs. One of the crucial factors in having a successful encounter with cats is understanding feline body and facial language. The veterinary nurse is key in early body language interpretation and subsequent preparation for the exam, which can make the experience easier for everyone involved, including the clients. With positive experiences, clients are more apt to continue to bring their cats for preventative healthcare checks.

Cat encounters in the clinical setting:

- The confident happy cat
  - Personality: Nothing fazes these cats; they are an ideal patient and staff generally are excited to see them. These cats have most likely been well-socialized when they
were kittens. Genetics also plays a role resulting in various dispositions in cats.\(^\text{6}\)

- **Body Language**: Their ears are erect, pupils are normal size to slightly dilated, they may be talkative and will often show affection. They will "head bump" or may "slow blink" and expect that recognition to be reciprocated. These cats enjoy everyone!

- **Management Approach**: It is best to still take time to observe their body language and handle them gently and respectfully as their comfort level may change rapidly depending on what is happening.

- **The confident yet cautious cat**
  - **Personality**: These patients can sometimes be unpredictable because of the unfamiliar environment or previous negative experiences at the veterinary practice.
  - **Body Language**: Their ears may "airplane" (FIGURE 1) at times (showing that they are alert and aware of their surroundings) and may show nervous affection or displacement grooming behaviors.
  - **Management Approach**: Work slowly but deliberately; talk in a soft, calm manner and avoid direct eye contact. Use gentle handling and keep one hand on the cat throughout the examination instead of repeatedly moving hands on and off again as this can cause anxiety in the cat.

- **The cautious but trusting cat**
  - **Personality**: These cats need a few minutes to warm up or acclimate to the new environment and to strangers handling them.

- **Body Language**: They will avoid eye and physical contact at all costs. They prefer to be invisible, so allowing them to hide will help keep them feeling calm and in control.

- **Management Approach**: Allow the cat to have some time and space. Take care to work with them slowly and provide these cautious cats with an opportunity to hide or "disappear" under lightly draped blankets or towels. Conduce the examination in the bottom half of their carrier whenever possible. This reduces the disruption to the cat and the amount of handling.

- **The cautious and untrusting cat**
  - **Personality**: These cats are scared and always on guard. They can easily turn into a "terrified" cat.
  - **Body Language**: With these cats, their ears are planed out to the sides, eyes are dilated, and they may vocalize to let you know that you are invading their space.
  - **Management Approach**: Do not make direct eye contact with these cats as that will only escalate their fear. Keep physical contact and any visual or auditory stimulation to a minimum and move very slowly around the cat. Drape a towel sprayed with feline facial pheromone (FPP) analogue sprays, such as FELIWAY Classic (feliway.com) over the carrier so the cat can hide and feel safer. Communicate with the client and attending veterinarian that this cat is fearful and formulate a plan for the best way to examine and treat the cat. Be prepared to stop this examination and take frequent breaks, as needed.

---

**FIGURE 1.** This cat's flattened, or "airplaned," ears are an early sign of frustration.

**FIGURE 2.** A fully aroused, terrified cat has characteristic body language.
from the client, and formulate a plan with the veterinarian. A patient of this caliber needs an anxious and potentially a sedative of varying degrees to help reduce their stress and keep everyone safe. Nothing further can be done with this cat for a minimum of 45 minutes, if at all.

Note that this cat’s terror could have been reduced or prevented with appropriate signal recognition, carrier training and earlier anti-anxiety intervention. Instructions at discharge to help manage future visits are encouraged.

**VETERINARY NURSE’S ROLE IN IMPROVING THE VISIT**

Veterinary nurses can help ease the stress at the clinic for cats, clients, and the rest of the veterinary staff with some simple measures of hospitality and preparation. Low-stress handling techniques result in a cat’s lowered serum cortisol, vital parameters and behavioral stress scores, equating to overall lower observational stress. The Cat Friendly Practices’ program, initiated by the American Association of Feline Practitioners (AAFP), was designed with the purpose of sharing feline-friendly handling techniques. A 2017 survey of current Cat Friendly Practices showed a 99% satisfaction rate of these tactics, with almost as many willing to recommend the program to a colleague. Among the reported top benefits were less stress for the feline patient and higher satisfaction among current clients with cats.

**Cat’s Unique Senses**

Cats have sensory overload when they are at the veterinary practice. Everything is exaggerated in size, sound, and smell. Try catering to their uniquely acute senses by reducing any auditory and visual stressors, taking care to work quietly around all cats. Provide hiding boxes in the examination room, hospitalization ward, and boarding area. Offactory benefits of using FFP-infused towels to cover the cat or FFP diffuses in rooms where cats stay (including the lobby and boarding) can also help to reduce their stress. Changing scrub tops between patients, especially when working with dogs or other species, can be beneficial as cats can detect the stress pheromones and scents from another animals.

**Feline-Friendly Handling**

Handling can be a challenge with a cat who needs their space respected or who is head or upper body shy. Veterinary nurses should refrain from jugular or cephalic venipuncture in these patients and utilize feline-friendly handling techniques. The AAFP has written complimentary Felino-Friendly Handling Guidelines and provides a RACE-approved feline-friendly handling webinar for the veterinary professional. There are other gentle handling techniques available, but the AAFP’s is specific for cats. The veterinary nurse should be familiar with the variety of available techniques, understanding that each patient is an individual and handling plans should be customized to that patient. Two standard restraint techniques are the “cuddle (or snuggle) hold” and the “purrito” (FIGURE 6). Be aware that most cats by the time they have reached their adult years have some degree of arthritis, and restraint needs to be modified as to not cause pain. For many cats, less is more and struggling or cuddling may increase, rather than decrease fear, anxiety or stress.

If you see signs of stress or resistance from the cat, such as panting, soiling, escape attempts or panic vocalization, immediately STOP what you are doing. Allow the animal to rest and their stress to lessen. Situations of this caliber require the entire team to reassess the situation, formulate a better plan, and discuss modes of sedation to alleviate the cat’s stress.

It is widely accepted that acute stress can result in cardiac arrest if underlying cardiac or respiratory disease is present. It is important to remember the patient comes first, our tasks come second.
GET THE CERTIFICATION, GAIN THE ADVANTAGE.

Hospitalizing Cats
When feline patients are admitted to the hospital, they can pose a risk to themselves and the medical staff working with them. These cats are under constant stress and special care should be taken to reduce it. Remember that working with frightened cats adds to negative emotions and can prevent them from having a positive outcome, making the pet owner reluctant to seek out future care.

- Providing hiding boxes, paper bags (FIGURE 7), or using privacy curtains made from towels or pillowcases can help reduce stress.

- Ideally, cats should be provided their own ward for hospitalization or as far away from canine patients as possible.

- Minimal handling during the hospitalization period is important for keeping cats' stress levels in check. Work within the cubicle or cage provided to administer any needed medication and keep monitoring of vitals to a minimum, unless they are a critical patient.

- When cats need to be removed from their kennel, some cats may need a towel gently placed over them so they can be scooped up from the kennel (FIGURE 8). The veterinary nurse should never attempt to remove the patient by reaching in face-first. Cats interpret this as a threatening sign and predatory behavior. Instead, rotate at an angle and remove the cat standing semi-sideways. If at any point the cat gives negative feedback by striking, attempting to bite, or lunging, take a break. Consider covering the cat first with an FFP-infused towel for several minutes or utilizing a sedative such as propofol in an intravenous line to sedate the cat to effect and then gently remove the cat from the kennel.

The human-animal bond has been proven to improve the health and well-being of both pets and pet owners. Find out how the Human-Animal Bond Certification sets you apart with practical training that strengthens your practice.

NAV.COM/HAB

Get the certification pet owners will be looking for.

BOX 2
Preparing for Cat Appointments

- Receptionists should discuss the use of FFP sprays and oral anxiolytic prescribed by the veterinarian when they are scheduling the appointments. Make sure the owner can pick up these items prior to their appointments.

- Educate clients about ways they can acclimate their cat to the carrier. For example, advise pet owners to leave the cat carrier out in their home all the time. This way their cat is less anxious about entering it for the veterinary visit.

- Have receptionists alert staff about any upcoming cat appointments for the day.

- Have a designated feline waiting area or ask receptionists to talk the client and patient directly to the examination room in an effort to keep the cat calm prior to the exam (FIGURE 9).

- Stock fresh FFP-infused towels in the lobby and advise clients to cover cat carriers if they have to wait. Towels need to be prepared and available in advance of feline appointments (FIGURE 10).

- Prepare the examination room by plugging in the FFP diffuser, setting comfortable towels on the examination table and bringing in all needed cat equipment (e.g., small scale, cat blood pressure cuffs). This prevents going in and out of the examination room which can heighten anxiety.

Notes: All feral cats need to remain in the trap or carrier until they are selected for examination. SEDATE THEM IN THE TRAP OR CARRIER. Never cover the trap or carrier with a trash bag and attempt to "gas them down." This is not only a dangerous and stressful way to sedate a patient, it is considered an OSHA violation as there are no tight seals or a proper gas scavenging system.
SUMMARY

Working with cats does not have to be a chore, but they do present some challenges to many practices. Learning why cats act as they do and how to adjust handling and management techniques can make all the difference between a positive experience and a negative one for everyone involved. TVN
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BOX 3

Handling Tips for the Examination Room

- Keep cats in a quiet area.
- Only work with cats when necessary. Sick cats will not get better with constant handling; it adds to their stress.
- Work quietly and deliberately around the cat.
- Refrain from sounds that resemble "hissing," especially when attempting to distract the patient.
- Do not make direct eye contact. Instead look around them and use slow blinking which can help keep cats calm.
- Respect their space! Let the cat come out to you from the carrier or disassemble the carrier around them. Never pull or pour the cat from the carrier.
- Offer hiding boxes to all cats when they are hospitalized or boarded.